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We have developed the population tube

(poptube) system for sensitive detection

and large-scale sampling of DNA

sequence variation in several human

populations of wide geographic

distribution. In this methodology,

genomic DNAs from five individuals in

a population are PCR amplified en

masse to maximize deliberately the

chances of forming heteroduplexes

among allelic variants. Interpopulation

mixing is performed in a separate set of

tubes containing one Individual from

each of five populations as well as a

reference chimpanzee sample

deliberately chosen to be different from

all humans. Mismatches at sites of

allelic variation retard the

electrophoresis and reduce the stability

of heteroduplex molecules. The

products are electrophoresed on

denaturing gradient gels where

detection of hetero-duplexes is

accomplished readily. Using poptubes,

we have discovered a rare variant in an

otherwise highly conserved 440-bp

segment in the long intron of the

glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase

(G6PD) gene. The polymorphism at

this X-chromosome locus could be only

detected in males by mixing samples, as

homoduplexes for both alleles co-focus

on denaturing gradient electrophoresis.

1Current address: Molecular Genetics Group, BIOS

Laboratories, 5 Science Park, New Haven,

Connecticut 06511.

etection of DNA sequence variants is

essential for many population and

medical genetics studies. The relative

merits and disadvantages of a variety of

molecular scanning methods have been

recently reviewed. 
(1,2) 

 The two main

concerns in any large-scale scanning of

multiple DNA loci are sensitivity of

detection and throughput of samples.

Detection of DNA sequence variants

by formation of heteroduplex molecules

is highly sensitive. Both RNA/DNA and

DNA/DNA heteroduplexes had been

exploited previously on cloned and

genomic DNA to detect b-thalassemia

variants . 
(3-5)  

Deliberate DNA/DNA

heteroduplex formation is also the basis

of the chemical cleavage technique. 
(6,7)

PCR-generated heteroduplexes,

although described at first as an

unforeseen artifact,
(8)

 have now been

shown to be unequivocal indicators of

polymorphisms
(9)

 and of mutations in

hemophilia A (factor VIII gene),
(10,11)

  b-

thalassemia,
(12)

  retinitis pigmentosa,
(13)

sickle-cell anemia,
(14)

  and p53

oncogenesis.
(15,16)

  PCR-generated

heteroduplexes are relatively easy to

detect electrophoretically because their

formation leads to blurred or extra bands

on gels. Heteroduplexes bear mismatched

bases at allelic or mutated sites, which

reduces both their electrophoretic

mobility and inherent stability (Fig. 1)

We have developed “population tubes”

or “poptubes,” a system wherein

heteroduplex formation is planned

deliberately. In this methodology,

genomic DNA samples from different

individuals are amplified simultaneously

at a given locus. As a first step in the

development of the poptube system, we

had analyzed both the amplification of a

given DNA segment from complex

mixtures of genomic DNA templates and

the resolution of the PCR products on

denaturing gradient gels.
(17)

  These

experiments demonstrated that PCR can

amplify mixed allelic templates in direct

proportion to the stoichiometric fraction

of each template and that heteroduplexes

are displaced clearly on the gel from the

dominant homoduplex species.

The poptube system achieves

seemingly antagonistic goals essential for

large-scale sampling: it simplifies and

accelerates the search for DNA variants

while increasing the sensitivity of the

molecular scan. Using poptubes, we have

discovered a rare variant in a 440-bp

segment in the long intron of the glucose-

6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD)

gene.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design of Poptubes

We had found that detection of a "trace"

allele mixed with a "dominant" one was

possible by simple ethidium bromide

staining of the gel up to a sensitivity of 1

part in 20.
(17)

  To keep detection within

those bounds, the poptube system was

designed to have the least common allele

in a pool represented by at least 1 part in

10. We also had found that all predicted

heteroduplexes in bi- and tri-allelic DNA

mixtures were resolved despite

differences of only 1, 2, or 3 base pairs

among alleles.
(9,17)

Poptubes contain genomic DNA from

five individuals, either three males and

two females or two males and three

females. Thus, the number of autosome

chromosomes is 10 per pool, while the

number of X chromosomes in any pool is

either 7 or 8. We have also created

"United Nations tubes" (UN-tubes), pools
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containing DNA of one male individual
from each of five different and
geographically widely dispersed
populations (Fig. 2). The individual used
in the UN-tubes to represent a specific
population is part of the pool of templates
in the Poptube for his/her respective
population. UN-tubes also contain a trace
amount of DNA from a reference sample
deliberately chosen to be different from
all humans, for example, a male
chimpanzee. UN-tubes exploit
evolutionary relationships as an analytical
tool. The chimpanzee genome is
evolutionarily close enough to the human
genome to allow human primers to anneal
and amplify a chimpanzee target
efficiently. Yet, at the same time, the
chimpanzee genome is sufficiently
divergent from the human to have
nucleotide differences for most sequences
of >100 bp. The resulting human /
chimpanzee  (HuChi) heteroduplexes
melt in the same gradient range expected
for human/human heteroduplexes
resulting from polymorphism.

The design of poptubes and UN-tubes

accounts for several possible modes of

allelic distribution in populations (Fig. 3).

The simplest case in a poptube is a bi-

allelic mixture of even distribution with

two clearly resolved homoduplexes and

two heteroduplexes. If the homoduplexes

are resolved clearly, but one of the alleles

is infrequent, the trace allele will be

captured as a heteroduplex and will not be

discernible as homoduplex. In some

cases, the homoduplexes will co-focus

and be detected as a single band. DNA

sequence variation in this case is only

detectable by heteroduplex formation.

In some small isolated populations it is

possible that genetic variation is minimal

or that an allele globally rare is the

common allele for that population. In such

a case, heteroduplex formation might not

be seen in a sample containing only five

individuals. If another population

evidences a different but co-focusing

allele, DNA sequence variation would not

be detected in the survey of poptubes alone

unless mixing of DNA samples across

populations is also incorporated.

Mixing of DNA samples from

different populations is performed in the

UN-tubes, which link individual

poptubes. Any allele not detected in

poptubes, by default constitutes a trace

allele in a UN-tube. The human trace

allele will form heteroduplex with the

dominant human allele. The dominant

human allele and the trace chimpanzee

allele form a Hu-Chi heteroduplex. The

chimpanzee allele thus serves as a cross-

referencing standard among UN-tubes.

Constancy of the HuChi heteroduplex

across all four UN-tubes indicates that the

dominant human allele is the same across

the world.

Preparation of Poptubes and UN-

Tubes
DNA samples were extracted from

lymphoblastoid cells established by

Epstein-Barr transformation of B

lymphocytes harvested from whole blood.

The poptube system consists of 19

poptubes numbered for and representing

19 different populations throughout the

world and of four UN-tubes. The DNA

samples are selected from the

Yale/Stanford repository for studies of

human DNA sequence variation (K.K.

Kidd and L.L. Cavalli-Sforza). The

populations included in the survey were:

(1) Biaka Pygmies, (2) Mbuti Pygmies,

(3) Yemenite Jews, (4) Druze, (5)

Ethiopian Jews, (6) Roman Jews, (7)

Sardinians, (8) Thoti Indian, (9)

Assamese, (10) Cambodian, (11) Chinese,

(12) Japanese, (13) Nasioi Melanesians,

(14) mixed  European,  (15) Moskoke

Amerindian, (16) Maya, (17) Colombian

Amerindian, (18) Karitana, and (19)

Rondonia Surui. The populations

included in the UN-tubes were as follows:

UN 1-Chimpanzee (Cohn), Ethiopian

Jews, Druze, Sardinians, Rondonia Surui,

Mbuti Pygmies;  UN 2-Chimpanzee

(Colin) , Yemenite Jews, Chinese,

Cambodians, Karitana, Biaka Pygmies;

UN 3-Chimpanzee (Colin), Roman Jews,

Assamese, Thoti Indian, Maya, mixed

European; UN 4-Chimpanzee (Colin),

Japanese, Moskoke Amerindian,

Colombian, Nasioi Melanesians, mixed

European.

Poptubes were prepared as follows. A

genomic DNA amount of 12 g from

each of five individuals was diluted to a

final volume of 600 l with distilled

water. The concentration of individual

FIGURE 1 Types of heteroduplexes. There are four kinds of heteroduplex molecules resulting from

transversions, transitions, and insertions in DNA sequences. The top duplex in each column is the

original homoduplex sequence. The second duplex incorporates the postulated mutational event.

The last two duplexes represent the two heteroduplexes resulting from mismatched appositions to

either of the strands in the original homoduplex. Heteroduplexes resulting from a transversion event

will be of two kinds: in one type mismatched purines are apposed; in the other, mismatched

pyrimidines. Heteroduplexes resulting from transitions will consist of mismatched

purine/pyrimidine apposition. Heteroduplexes resulting from insertion/deletion events will consist

of one area where the two strands have no complementarv sequence; the region without

complement will likely protrude out of the main axis of the double helix.
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DNAs is thus, 20 ng/ l; that of total pooled

DNA, 100 ng/ l. For each amplification

reaction, 10 l of Poptube DNA was used

which is equivalent to a template amount

of 200 ng for each individual and 1 g for

pooled genomic DNA.

For preparation of UN-tubes, 12 g

genomic DNA from each of five

individuals and 6 g genomic DNA from

chimpanzee (Cohn) were diluted to a final

volume of 600 l with distilled water. The

concentration of individual human DNAs

is thus, 20 ng/ l, the same as for poptubes;

that for chimpanzee DNA is 10 ng/ l; that

of total pooled DNA, 110 ng/ l. For each

amplification reaction, 10 l of UN-tube

DNA was used which is equivalent to a

template amount of 200 ng for each human

and 100 ng for the chimpanzee. The ratio

of total human to chimpanzee DNA is 10:1

in each reaction.

Description and PCR Amplification of

the G6PD Locus

The G6PD gene maps to human

chromosome Xq28 and spans close to 20

kb. The second intron of the gene is quite

large, ~10 kb. We selected a 440-bp

fragment located midway through the

large intron because melt map analysis of

the sequence revealed a well-demarcated

upper melting domain at one end of the

segment and a similarly well-defined

lower melting domain at the other with

melting temperatures 4°C apart.
(18)

  (DNA

sequence is a personal communication of

Dr. Michele D'Urso.)

We synthesized the fragment with

primers G6PD1 (5'-GCT GGG CCC CTG

CCAAG-3' and G6PD2 (5'-ATG

GGAAGA CAT CGG GAA AC-3'). PCR

was performed in a 100- l reaction

mixture that included 10 picomoles of

each primer (final concentration, 0.1 M

each), 200 M of each deoxynucleotide

(Pharmacia), 2 units Taq polymerase

(Perkin-Elmer AmpliTaq), 50 mM KCl,

1.5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM Tris (pH 8.4),

0.01% gelatin, overlayed with mineral oil.

As template, the reactions utilized either 1

g pooled poptube genomic DNA

(containing 200 ng from each of five

individuals) or 1 g individual genomic

DNA. PCR was performed in a

programmable thermal cycler (Perkin

Elmer 480) for 30 cycles each consisting

of 1-min denaturation at 94°C, 1-min

annealing at 60°C, and 1-min

polymerization at 72°C.

Denaturing Gradient Electrophoresis

(DGE)

Linear gradients of denaturants on 8%

acrylamide and 1 x TAE are poured rang-

mg from 20% to 70% of a reference

solution prepared at 40% (vol/vol)

formamide and 7 M urea. Melt map

predictions and empirical observations

established this range of denaturants for

best resolution of the fragments.

Denaturants thus ranged from ~1.4 M urea

and 8% formamide at the top of the gel, to

4.9 M urea and 28% formamide at the

bottom. During electrophoresis, the gels

remained immersed in a tank with

recirculated buffer held at a constant 60°C

with a constant temperature circulator.

Each percentage denaturant unit is roughly

equivalent to 0.3°C. The equivalent

"temperature" is thus 66°C [60°C x

(0.3°C/%gradient) (20% gradient)] at the

beginning of the gradient and 81°C at the

end.

To enhance heteroduplex formation,

PCR products are boiled for 5 min and

allowed to return gradually to room

temperature. DNA (300 ng) is loaded onto

a gel. Electrophoresis is carried out at

FIGURE 2 Genomic DNA pooling in the design of population tubes and UN-tubes. The

logic behind the population/UN-tube system is deliberate heteroduplex formation through

amplification from composite genomic template. (Upper panels) The survey of DNA

sequence variation employs population tubes (Pop tubes), pools of whole genomic DNA

containing five individuals from each of 19 populations. (Lower panels) UN-tubes pool

DNA of one individual from each of five different populations to facilitate formation of

interpopulation heteroduplexes. This pool also contains a trace amount of DNA from a

reference chimpanzee.
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150V for 15 hr. Gels are stained with

ethidium bromide for visualization of

bands under ultraviolet light. Gels are

shown in this paper as photographed.

Occasional slanting or curving of the

lanes in the gels results from localized

dissipation of the gradient to the chamber

buffer during electrophoresis.

RESULTS

The mixed templates of the poptube

system were amplified for the G6PD

locus. Products were denatured,

reannealed and separated by DGE.

Poptubes (1-19) are shown in Figure 4A.

Two heteroduplex bands are seen on lane

1, clearly displaced from a single

homoduplex band. The single

homoduplex band is detected in all

samples. Thus, we have discovered a

human variant in population 1, the Biaka

Pygmy population, a variant that is rare

on a global level.

There are two constant HuChi

heteroduplex bands in UN-tubes 1–4 as

well as a monomorphic homoduplex band

(Fig. 4B, left panel). Taken together,

these observations demonstrate that the

dominant human allele is the same across

the world. We performed a mixing

experiment (right panel) to validate the

HuChi heteroduplex. The reference

chimpanzee (Chi) used in all UN-tubes

and an individual human (Hu) DNA (part

of the mixed European population,

poptube 14) were amplified separately

and each product was run on DGE. There

is a clear mobility shift between products,

an indication of sequence divergence

between the two species for the fragment

in question. These products were also

mixed, boiled, and allowed to reanneal to

form HuChi heteroduplexes. The

resulting heteroduplexes are identical to

those formed in the pooled DNA sample

of tube UN 4. No chimpanzee

homoduplex is seen in UN 4 since

chimpanzee DNA constitutes a trace

allele in the mixture.

We proceeded to identify the

individual or individuals in population 1

accounting for the variant detected in the

poptube (Fig. 4C). Individual PCR

products (A-E) from the five Biaka

pygmies pooled in poptube 1 showed no

heteroduplex formation (right side of

panel). Typing the individuals required

pairwise heteroduplex formation as the

two alleles are indistinguishable by DGE

of the homoduplexes. Sequential pairwise

mixing was used: AB, BC, CD, DE, EA

(left side) . This strategy covers the entire

set of samples, assays each sample twice

as a potential heteroduplex with two

different counterparts and allows

identification of variants because the

mixing experiments are linked

sequentially. The pairwise analysis shows

heteroduplex formation only in the BC

and CD pairs, thus, demonstrating that

individual C, a male, is hemizygous for

FIGURE 3 Denaturing gradient electrophoresis (DGE) screening scenarios of resolvable

or co-focusing alleles for several modes of allelic distribution in populations utilizing the

population tube (poptube) system. Panels depict hypothetical DGE gels of poptube and

UN-tube products for a bi-allelic polymorphism with variants a and b. The distribution

frequency for each allele is also considered in the diagram, as denoted at the bottom of

each gel. (Upper panels) First gel shows a bi-allelic mixture of even distribution with two

clearly resolved homoduplexes and two heteroduplexes. Second gel shows the same alleles

but in uneven distribution. Third gel shows homoduplexes co-focusing as a single band.

The pattern of bands in this case is the same regardless of allele frequency in the poptube.

The fourth and fifth gels depict a situation that could be found in some isolated and inbred

populations of relatively recent ancestry. Heteroduplex formation would not be expected in

a sample containing only five individuals. If another population is similarly inbred and

evidences a co-focusing allele, DNA sequence variation could only be detected in UN-

tubes. (Lower panels) Two different kinds of heteroduplexes are possible: human trace

allele with dominant human allele (HuTra) and chimpanzee allele with dominant human

allele (HuChi). In the first panel, no human variant is found; only HuChi is observed. In

the second panel, a human variant occurs: both HuTra and HuChi are observed leading to

four heteroduplex bands. The heteroduplex between trace human allele and chimpanzee

(TraChi) is likely not observed since it is improbable that the two trace elements will

hybridize in the presence of a dominant species.
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the variant sequence. PCR product from

C is incapable of forming heteroduplex

for G6PD, an X-chromosome locus. [The

sample from the Biaka Pygmy population

contained in the respective UN-tube for

that population (UN 1) is A, not C; thus,

no variation was detected at that level.]

DISCUSSION

The detection and survey limits of the

poptube system will be dependent on at

least three factors. The first factor is the

extent to which the amplification products

from pooled template represent each

component genome. Second, the number

of individuals included in the poptube

should provide a representative sample of

the alleles in a population. Finally, the

detection limits of gel electrophoresis are

of concern.

To examine representation of the

component alleles when genomic DNA

mixtures are amplified en masse, we had

performed several analytical mixing

experiments with both amplified PCR

products and with genomic DNAs.
(17)

  In

a related paper, the poptube system was

utilized to screen for a polymorphic Alu

insertion in the tissue plasminogen

activator gene.
(19)

  Pacek et al.
(20)

 have

independently employed large-scale

pooling of ~1000 individuals to assess

allele frequencies at loci with length

polymorphisms. In all three cases,

amplification from pooled templates

reflected the allele frequencies obtained

by individual sampling.

Limiting the size of the pool to five

DNA samples limits the number of

individual screenings should a variant be

found in a pool and speeds up screening.

The sampling requirements can be

modeled by a binomial distribution if we

assume that the population is large and

that the sampling of 10 chromosomes

through selection of five individuals is

truly random. The chances of detecting a

variant at least once in a sample of 10 is

dependent on the frequency of the allele

in the population and can be obtained

from standard binomial probability tables.

The probability of detection is virtually

100% if the frequency of the variant in

the population is 30%. At lower

frequencies, the probability of detection

ranges from 89% at 20% frequency to

40% at 5% frequency. Thus, the poptube

system as implemented is robust enough

to detect common alleles (>25%

frequency). It will miss a fraction of

alleles that are only moderately frequent

(5-20% frequency). To detect infrequent

FIGURE 4 Discovery of a rare variant in the long intron of the G6PD gene by population

tube screening. (A) The composite template is amplified and products denatured,

reannealed, and separated by DGE. Population tubes (1-19) are shown for the 440-bp

G6PD locus. A heteroduplex is detected in lane 1, the Biaka Pygmy population. (Refer to

Materials and Methods for listing of populations tested.) (B) (Left) UN-tubes 1-4 evidence

two constant HuChi heteroduplex bands and a monomorphic homoduplex band. (Right)

Mixing experiment to validate HuChi heteroduplex. Chimpanzee (Chi) and human (Hu)

DNA were amplified individually and each product was run on DGE. These products

were also mixed, boiled, and allowed to reanneal to form HuChi heteroduplexes. The

resulting heteroduplexes are identical to those formed in the pooled DNA sample of tube

UN 4. No chimpanzee homoduplex is seen in UN 4. (C) Detecting the variant in the five

Biaka pygmies pooled in Population tube 1. Individual PCR products (A-E) showed no

heteroduplex formation. Further, no shifts are detected among homoduplexes of individual

samples. Typing the individuals required pairwise heteroduplex formation as the two

alleles are indistinguishable by DGE of the homoduplexes. The pairwise analysis shows

heteroduplex formation only in the BC and CD pairs, thus, demonstrating that individual

C, a male, has the variant.
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alleles occurring at 5%, more than

one poptube per population would be

needed.

Regular agarose electrophoresis

suffices for detection of

insertion/deletion heteroduplexes.
(9)

On the basis of steric hindrance,

even highly resolving nondenaturing

acrylamide gels may detect

heteroduplexes resulting from single

base pair mismatches.
(21)

  However,

to exploit the inherent instability of

heteroduplexes for DNA variation

detection, denaturing gradient gels

should be utilized. The

destabilization afforded by a

mismatch in a heteroduplex (as high

as 6°C) may be larger than the

difference between melting domains

in short (<500 bp)  homoduplex

fragments ( 4°C).
(22)  Heteroduplex

DGE may thus allow detection of

DNA variants in melting domains

impossible to examine during DGE

of homoduplexes alone.

One further advantage of

heteroduplex DGE is that

heteroduplexes usually are

distinguished clearly above

homoduplexes in a denaturing

gradient gel even under suboptimal

technical conditions. PCR fragments

from different loci may be scanned

for heteroduplex formation under

similar DGE conditions. In our

experience, heteroduplex DGE is the

most sensitive electrophoretic

method for answering the basic

question are two DNA fragments the

same sequence?" We have detected

single transitions and transversions

in 300-bp test fragments fully

sequenced independently.
(9,17)

  In one

particularly striking example, two

closely opposed heteroduplexes

(clearly displaced above two

homoduplexes) detected a variant

found to be a single transition only

15 bases away from one primer (see

ref. 9, Fig. 1D). Given the partial

single-stranded nature at the ends of

PCR products, difficulty in detection

of the variant may have been

anticipated.

Our result for the G6PD poptube

screening is a surprising lack of

variation in a noncoding region of

the gene. The G6PD result correlates

with that of D'Urso et al.
(23)

 who also

reported lack of variation with

conventional RFLP analysis. Only

one polymorphism, a silent transition

at the wobble position of a codon,

was found and only in contemporary

Nigerian, Ghanaian, and West Indian

populations.
(23)

  Our single variant in

an aboriginal African population also

would parallel D'Urso's finding in

that African populations seem to

have the most variation in a gene

apparently in-variant in other ethnic

groups. It would be interesting to

type the G6PD polymorphism found

here with that of D'Urso to

investigate the possibility of ancient

G6PD haplotypes in this geographic

location.

Several applications of the

poptube system can be anticipated.

For instance, pools of families or of

sibships could be used to identify

families or subships segregating for a

given marker in genetic mapping

studies. Pools of DNA from patients

versus normal individuals could be

prepared in molecular scanning of

regions presumed to contain

mutations. Pools of patients having

the same diagnosis but different

geographical or ethnic origin could

also be employed to ascertain the

genetic heterogeneity of inherited

disease.

Fuller theoretical modeling of

deliberate heteroduplex formation is

required to assess its generality and

sensitivity. In our hands, the method

has proved immensely powerful in

detection of DNA sequence

variants.
(9,17)

  The poptube system at

once benefits from the speed

afforded by screening multiple

templates and from the sensitivity

conferred by the melting behavior of

the heteroduplexes that will form if

any variants are present.
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